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NONLINEAR DIRAC EQUATION ON GRAPHS WITH
LOCALIZED NONLINEARITIES: BOUND STATES
AND NONRELATIVISTIC LIMIT\ast 
WILLIAM BORRELLI\dagger , RAFFAELE CARLONE\ddagger , AND LORENZO TENTARELLI\ddagger 
Abstract. In this paper we study the nonlinear Dirac (NLD) equation on noncompact metric
graphs with localized Kerr nonlinearities, in the case of Kirchhoff-type conditions at the vertices.
Precisely, we discuss existence and multiplicity of the bound states (arising as critical points of the
NLD action functional) and we prove that, in the L2-subcritical case, they converge to the bound
states of the nonlinear Schr\"odinger equation in the nonrelativistic limit.
Key words. nonlinear Dirac equations, metric graphs, nonrelativistic limit, variational methods,
bound states, linking
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1. Introduction. The investigation of evolution equations on metric graphs (see
section 2.1 below for details) has become very popular nowadays as they are assumed
to represent effective models for the study of the dynamics of physical systems con-
fined in branched spatial domains. Specific attention has been given to the focusing
nonlinear Schr\"odinger equation (NLSE), i.e.,
\imath \.v =  - v\prime \prime  - | v| p - 2 v, p \geqslant 2,(1)
with suitable vertex conditions, as it is supposed to well approximate (for p = 4)
the behavior of Bose--Einstein condensates in ramified traps (see, e.g., [32] and the
references therein).
From the mathematical point of view, the discussion has been mainly focused on
the study of the stationary solutions of (1), namely, functions of the form v(t, x) =
e - i\lambda t u(x), with \lambda \in \BbbR , that solve the stationary version of (1), i.e.,
 - u\prime \prime  - | u| p - 2 u = \lambda u ,
with vertex conditions of \delta -type. In particular, the most investigated subcase has
been that of the Kirchhoff vertex conditions, which impose at each vertex
(i) continuity of the function (for details see (15)),
(ii) ``balance"" of the derivatives (for details see (16)).
For a short bibliography limited to the case of noncompact metric graphs with a finite
number of edges (which is the framework discussed in the paper) we refer the reader
to, e.g., [1, 2, 4, 3, 20, 21, 39, 42, 43] and the references therein.
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NLDE ON GRAPHS WITH LOCALIZED NONLINEARITIES 1047
Fig. 1. Infinite 3-star graph.
Following [31, 41], a simplified version of this model has recently gained particular
attention: the case of a nonlinearity localized on the compact core \scrK of the graph
(which is the subgraph consisting of all the bounded edges), namely,
 - u\prime \prime  - \chi \scrK | u| p - 2 u = \lambda u,(2)
with Kirchhoff vertex conditions and \chi \scrK denoting the characteristic function of \scrK .
This problem has been studied in the L2-subcritical case in [51, 52, 54], while some
new results on the L2-critical case have been presented in [24, 25] (for a general
overview see also [16]).
Remark 1.1. We also mention some interesting results on the problem of the
bound states on compact graphs. For a purely variational approach we recall, e.g.,
[23, 19], whereas for a bifurcation approach we recall, e.g., [40].
As a further development, in recent years study of the Dirac operator on metric
graphs has generated growing interest (see, e.g., [6, 12, 17, 46]). In particular, [50]
proposed (although in the simplified case of the infinite 3-star graph, depicted in
Figure 1) the study of the nonlinear Dirac equation (NLDE) on networks, namely,
(1) with the laplacian replaced by the Dirac operator
\scrD :=  - \imath c d
dx
\otimes \sigma 1 +mc2 \otimes \sigma 3,(3)
where m > 0 represents the mass of the generic particle of the system and c > 0
represents the speed of light.
Remark 1.2. In fact, c is the speed of light only in truly relativistic models,
whereas in the present case it should be rather considered as a phenomenological
parameter depending on the model under study. Nevertheless, for the sake of simplic-
ity, we will refer to it as ``relativistic parameter"" or ``speed of light"" throughout the
paper.
Here \sigma 1 and \sigma 3 are the so-called Pauli matrices, i.e.,
\sigma 1 :=
\biggl( 
0 1
1 0
\biggr) 
and \sigma 3 :=
\biggl( 
1 0
0  - 1
\biggr) 
,(4)
and with the wave function v replaced by the spinor \chi := (\chi 1, \chi 2)T . Precisely, [50]
suggests the study again of the stationary solutions, that is, \chi (t, x) = e - i\omega t \psi (x), with
\omega \in \BbbR , that solve
\scrD \psi  - | \psi | p - 2 \psi = \omega \psi .(5)
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1048 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
The attention recently attracted by the linear and the nonlinear Dirac equations
is due to their application, as effective equations, in many physical models, such as
solid state physics and nonlinear optics [33, 34].
While originally the NLDE appeared as a field equation for relativistic interact-
ing fermions [38], later it was used in particle physics to simulate features of quark
confinement, in acoustic physics, and in the context of Bose--Einstein condensates [34].
Recently, it also appeared that some properties of physical models, such as thin
carbon structures, are well described using the Dirac equation as an effective equation
for nonrelativistic electronic properties. We mention the seminal papers by Fefferman
and Weinstein [28, 29], the work of Arbunich and Sparber [10] (where a rigorous justi-
fication of linear and nonlinear equations in two-dimensional honeycomb structures is
given), and the referenced therein. In addition, we recall that the existence of station-
ary solutions for cubic and Hartree-type Dirac equations for honeycomb structures
and graphene samples has been investigated in [14, 13, 15]; for an overview on global
existence results for one-dimensional NLDE we refer to [18, 44].
On the other hand, in the context of metric graphs the interest in the NLDE arises
in the analysis of effective models of condensed matter physics and field theory [50].
Moreover, Dirac solitons in networks may be realized in optics, in atomic physics, etc.
(see again [50] and the references therein).
In this paper, we discuss the case of (5) with localized nonlinearity (or, equiva-
lently, the Dirac analogous of (2)), namely,
\scrD \psi  - \chi \scrK | \psi | p - 2 \psi = \omega \psi .
The reduction to this simplified model arises as one assumes that the nonlinearity
affects only the compact core of the graph. This idea was originally exploited in the
case of Schr\"odinger equation in [31] and it represents a preliminary step toward the
investigation of the case with the ``extended"" nonlinearity, i.e., (5), which will be
discussed in a forthcoming paper.
It is finally worth stressing that, as for the Schr\"odinger case, the operator \scrD needs
some suitable vertex conditions, which make the operator self-adjoint. In this paper,
we limit ourselves to the discussion of those conditions that converge to the Kirchhoff
ones in the nonrelativistic limit, which we call Kirchhoff-type. The reason is that they
identify (as well as Kirchhoff for Schr\"odinger) the free case, namely, the case in which
there are no attractive or repulsive effects at the vertices, which then play the role of
mere junctions between the edges.
Roughly speaking these conditions ``split"" the requirements of Kirchhoff condi-
tions: the continuity condition is imposed only on the first component of the spinor,
while the second component (in place of the derivative) has to satisfy a ``balance""
condition (see (8) and (9)).
The paper is organized as follows:
(i) in section 2 we briefly recall some basics on metric graphs and on the prop-
erties of the Dirac operator with Kirchhoff-type vertex conditions, and then
we state the main results of the paper (section 2.4):
- existence and multiplicity of the bound states (Theorem 2.12),
- nonrelativistic limit for the bound states (Theorem 2.13);
(ii) in section 3 we show the proof of Theorem 2.12;
(iii) in section 4 we show the proof of Theorem 2.13;
(iv) in Appendix A we discuss in more detail the properties of the Dirac operator
with Kirchhoff-type conditions on metric graphs, while Appendix B deals
with the definition of the form domain of the Dirac operator.
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NLDE ON GRAPHS WITH LOCALIZED NONLINEARITIES 1049
2. Setting and main results. In this section we aim at presenting the main
results of the paper. However, the statements of Theorems 2.12 and 2.13 require some
basics on metric graphs and on the Dirac operator.
2.1. Metric graphs and functional setting. A complete discussion of the def-
inition and the features of metric graphs can be found in [1, 11, 37] and the references
therein. Here we limit ourselves to recalling some basic notions.
Throughout, a metric graph \scrG = (V,E) is a connected multigraph (i.e., multiple
edges and self-loops are allowed) with a finite number of edges and vertices. Each
edge is a finite or half-infinite segment of line and the edges are glued together at their
endpoints (the vertices of \scrG ) according to the topology of the graph (see Figure 2).
Unbounded edges are identified with (copies of) \BbbR + = [0,+\infty ) and are called half-
lines, while bounded edges are identified with closed and bounded intervals Ie = [0, \ell e],
\ell e > 0. Each edge (bounded or unbounded) is endowed with a coordinate xe, chosen
in the corresponding interval, which has an arbitrary orientation if the interval is
bounded, whereas it presents the natural orientation in case of a half-line.
As a consequence, the graph \scrG is a locally compact metric space, the metric given
by the shortest distance along the edges. Clearly, since we assume a finite number of
edges and vertices, \scrG is compact if and only if it does not contain any half-line. A
further important notion, introduced in [2, 51], is the following.
Definition 2.1. If \scrG is a metric graph, we define its compact core \scrK as the
metric subgraph of \scrG consisting of all its bounded edges (see, e.g., Figure 3). In
addition, we denote by \ell the measure of \scrK , namely
\ell =
\sum 
e\in \scrK 
\ell e.
A function u : \scrG \rightarrow \BbbC can be regarded as a family of functions (ue), where
ue : Ie \rightarrow \BbbC is the restriction of u to the edge (represented by) Ie. The usual Lp
spaces can be defined in the natural way, with norm
Fig. 2. A general noncompact metric graph.
Fig. 3. The compact core of the graph in Figure 2.
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1050 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
\| u\| pLp(\scrG ) :=
\sum 
e\in E
\| ue\| pLp(Ie), if p \in [1,\infty ), and \| u\| L\infty (\scrG ) := maxe\in E \| ue\| L\infty (Ie),
while H1(\scrG ) is the space of functions u = (ue) such that ue \in H1(Ie) for every edge
e \in E, with norm
\| u\| 2H1(\scrG ) = \| u\prime \| 2L2(\scrG ) + \| u\| 2L2(\scrG )
(and in this way one can also define H2(\scrG ), H3(\scrG ), etc.). Consistently, a spinor
\psi = (\psi 1, \psi 2)T : \scrG \rightarrow \BbbC 2 is a family of 2-spinors
\psi e =
\Biggl( 
\psi 1e
\psi 2e
\Biggr) 
: Ie  - \rightarrow \BbbC 2 \forall e \in E,
and thus
Lp(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) :=
\bigoplus 
e\in E
Lp(Ie)\otimes \BbbC 2,
endowed with the norm
\| \psi \| pLp(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) :=
\sum 
e\in E
\| \psi e\| pLp(Ie), if p \in [1,\infty ), and \| \psi \| L\infty (\scrG ,\BbbC 2) := maxe\in E \| \psi e\| L\infty (Ie),
while
H1(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) :=
\bigoplus 
e\in E
H1(Ie)\otimes \BbbC 2
endowed with the norm
\| \psi \| 2H1(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) :=
\sum 
e\in E
\| \psi e\| 2H1(Ie)
(and so on for H2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2), H3(\scrG ,\BbbC 2), etc.). Equivalently, one can say that Lp(\scrG ,\BbbC 2)
is the space of the spinors such that \psi 1, \psi 2 \in Lp(\scrG ), with
\| \psi \| pLp(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) := \| \psi 1\| pLp(\scrG ) + \| \psi 2\| pLp(\scrG ) if p \in [1,\infty ),
\| \psi \| L\infty (\scrG ,\BbbC 2) := max
\bigl\{ \| \psi 1\| L\infty (\scrG ), \| \psi 2\| L\infty (\scrG )\bigr\} ,
and that H1(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) is the space of the spinors such that \psi 1, \psi 2 \in H1(\scrG ), with
\| \psi \| 2H1(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) := \| \psi 1\| 2H1(\scrG ) + \| \psi 2\| 2H1(\scrG ).
Remark 2.2. The usual definition of the space H1(\scrG ) consists also of a global
continuity requirement, which forces all the components of a function that are incident
to a vertex to assume the same value at that vertex. However, for the aims of this
paper it is worth keeping this global continuity notion separate and introducing it
when it is actually required (see (15)).
2.2. The Dirac operator with Kirchhoff-type conditions. The expression
given by (3) of the Dirac operator on a metric graph is purely formal, since it does
not clarify what happens at the vertices of the graph, given that the derivative ddx is
well defined just in the interior of the edges.
As for the laplacian in the Schr\"odinger case, the way to give a rigorous meaning to
(3) is to find suitable self-adjoint realizations of the operator. However, an extensive
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NLDE ON GRAPHS WITH LOCALIZED NONLINEARITIES 1051
discussion of all the possible self-adjoint realizations of the Dirac operator on graphs
goes beyond the aims of this paper. Throughout, we limit ourselves to the case of the
Kirchhoff-type conditions (introduced in [50]), which represent the free case for the
Dirac operator. For more details on self-adjoint extensions of the Dirac operator on
metric graphs we refer the reader to [17, 46]. We also mention [35], where boundary
conditions for one-dimensional Dirac operators are studied for a model of quantum
wires.
Definition 2.3. Let \scrG be a metric graph and let m, c > 0. We call the Dirac
operator with Kirchhoff-type vertex conditions the operator \scrD : L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2)\rightarrow L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2)
with action
\scrD | Ie\psi = \scrD e\psi e :=  - \imath c \sigma 1\psi \prime e +mc2 \sigma 3\psi e \forall e \in E,(6)
\sigma 1, \sigma 3 being the matrices defined in (4), and domain
dom(\scrD ) := \bigl\{ \psi \in H1(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) : \psi satisfies (8) and (9)\bigr\} ,(7)
where
\psi 1e(v) = \psi 
1
f (v) \forall e, f \succ v, \forall v \in \scrK ,(8) \sum 
e\succ v
\psi 2e(v)\pm = 0 \forall v \in \scrK ,(9)
``e \succ v"" meaning that the edge e is incident at the vertex v and \psi 2e(v)\pm standing for
\psi 2e(0) or  - \psi 2e(\ell e) according to whether xe is equal to 0 or \ell e at v.
Remark 2.4. Note that the operator \scrD actually depends of the parameters m, c,
which represent (as pointed out in section 1) the mass of the generic particle and
the speed of light (respectively). For the sake of simplicity we omit this dependence
unless it be necessary to avoid misunderstanding.
The basic properties of the operator (3) with the above conditions are summarized
in the following.
Proposition 2.5. The Dirac operator \scrD introduced by Definition 2.3 is self-
adjoint on L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2). In addition, its spectrum is
\sigma (\scrD ) = ( - \infty , - mc2] \cup [mc2,+\infty ).(10)
The discussion of the proof of Proposition 2.5 is briefly presented in Appendix A.
Remark 2.6. Observe that the self-adjointness of \scrD follows directly from the main
result of [17], which holds for a wide class of linear vertex conditions.
2.3. The associated quadratic form. The standard cases of the Dirac opera-
tor \BbbR d, with d = 1, 2, 3, do not actually require any further remark on the associated
quadratic form, which can be easily defined using the Fourier transform (see, e.g.,
[26]). Unfortunately, in the framework of the (noncompact) metric graphs this tool
is not available and hence it is necessary to resort to the spectral theorem, which
represents a classical, but more abstract, way to diagonalize the operator and, con-
sequently, define the associated quadratic form \scrQ \scrD and its domain dom(\scrQ \scrD ) as, for
instance,
dom(\scrQ \scrD ) :=
\biggl\{ 
\psi \in L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) :
\int 
\sigma (\scrD )
| \nu | d\mu \scrD \psi (\nu )
\biggr\} 
, \scrQ \scrD (\psi ) :=
\int 
\sigma (\scrD )
\nu d\mu \scrD \psi (\nu ),
where \mu \scrD \psi denotes the spectral measure associated with \scrD and \psi .
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1052 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
Unfortunately, this definition is not the most suitable for the purposes of the
paper. An alternative way to define the form domain of \scrD (that is, dom(\scrQ \scrD )) is to
use the well-known real interpolation theory [5, 9]. Here we just mention some basics,
referring to Appendix B for further details.
Define the space
Y :=
\bigl[ 
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2),dom(\scrD )\bigr] 1
2
,(11)
namely, the interpolated space of order 1/2 between L2 and the domain of the Dirac
operator. First, we note that Y is a closed subspace of
H1/2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) :=
\bigoplus 
e\in E
H1/2(Ie)\otimes \BbbC 2
with respect to the norm induced by H1/2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2). Indeed, dom(\scrD ) is clearly a closed
subspace of H1(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) and there results (arguing edge by edge) that
H1/2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) = \bigl[ L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2), H1(\scrG ,\BbbC 2)\bigr] 1
2
,
so that the closedness of Y follows by the very definition of interpolation spaces. As
a consequence, by Sobolev embeddings there results that
(12) Y \lhook \rightarrow Lp(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) \forall p \in [2,\infty )
and that, in addition, the embedding in Lp(\scrK ,\BbbC 2) is compact, due to the compactness
of \scrK .
On the other hand, there holds (see Appendix B)
dom(\scrQ \scrD ) = Y,(13)
and hence the form domain inherits all the properties pointed out before, which are
in fact crucial in the rest of the paper.
Finally, for the sake of simplicity (and following the literature on the NLDE), we
denote throughout the form domain by Y , in view of (13), and
\scrQ \scrD (\psi ) = 1
2
\int 
\scrG 
\langle \psi ,\scrD \psi \rangle dx and \scrQ \scrD (\psi ,\varphi ) = 1
2
\int 
\scrG 
\langle \psi ,\scrD \varphi \rangle dx
with \langle \cdot , \cdot \rangle denoting the euclidean sesquilinear product of \BbbC 2, since this does not give
rise to misunderstanding. In particular, as soon as \psi and/or \varphi are smooth enough
(e.g., if they belong to the operator domain) the previous expressions gain an actual
meaning as Lebesgue integrals.
We also denote in the following by \langle \cdot | \cdot \rangle duality pairings (the function spaces
involved being clear from the context).
Remark 2.7. Note that the combination of spectral theorem and interpolation
theory is (to the best of our knowledge) the sole possibility to define the quadratic
form, since also classical duality arguments fail due to the fact that it is not true in
general that H - 1/2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) is the topological dual of H1/2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) (due to the presence
of bounded edges).
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2.4. Main results. We can now state the main results of the paper. Prelim-
inarily, we give the definition of the bound states of the NLDE and the NLSE on
noncompact metric graphs with localized nonlinearities.
Definition 2.8 (bound states of the NLDE). Let \scrG be a noncompact metric graph
with nonempty compact core \scrK and let p > 2. Then, a bound state of the NLDE with
Kirchhoff-type vertex conditions and nonlinearity localized on \scrK is a spinor 0 \not \equiv \psi \in 
dom(\scrD ) for which there exists \omega \in \BbbR such that
\scrD e\psi e  - \chi \scrK | \psi e| p - 2\psi e = \omega \psi e \forall e \in E(14)
with \chi \scrK the characteristic function of the compact core \scrK .
Definition 2.9 (bound states of the NLSE). Let \scrG be a noncompact metric
graph with nonempty compact core \scrK , and let p > 2 and \alpha > 0. Then, a bound
state of the NLSE equation with Kirchhoff vertex conditions and focusing nonlinearity
localized on \scrK is a function 0 \not \equiv u \in H2(\scrG ) that satisfies
ue(v) = uf (v) \forall e, f \succ v, \forall v \in \scrK ,(15)
\sum 
e\succ v
due
dxe
(v) = 0 \forall v \in \scrK ,(16)
where duedxe (v) stands for u
\prime 
e(0) or  - u\prime e(\ell e) according to whether xe is equal to 0 or \ell e
at v, and for which there exists \lambda \in \BbbR such that
 - u\prime \prime e  - \alpha \chi \scrK | ue| p - 2ue = \lambda ue \forall e \in E.(17)
Remark 2.10. In the definition above we allow the presence of the parameter \alpha ,
merely in view of the result stated by Theorem 2.13.
Remark 2.11. We recall that conditions (15) and (16) make the laplacian self-
adjoint on \scrG and are called Kirchhoff conditions. We also recall that the parameters
\omega and \lambda are usually referred to as frequencies of the bound states of the NLDE and
NLSE (respectively).
Theorem 2.12 (existence and multiplicity of the bound states). Let \scrG be a non-
compact metric graph with nonempty compact core and let m, c > 0 and p > 2. Then,
for every \omega \in ( - mc2,mc2) there exists infinitely many (distinct) pairs of bound states
of frequency \omega of the NLDE.
Some comments are in order. First of all, to the best of our knowledge this is the
first rigorous result on the stationary solutions of the NLDE on metric graphs.
On the other hand, some relevant differences can be observed with respect to the
Schr\"odinger case. Bound states of Theorem 2.12 arise (as we will extensively show in
the next section) as critical points of the functional
\scrL (\psi ) := 1
2
\int 
\scrG 
\langle \psi , (\scrD  - \omega )\psi \rangle dx - 1
p
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi | p dx.
However, due to the spectral properties of \scrD , the kinetic part of \scrL (that is, the
quadratic form associated with \scrD ) is unbounded from below even if one constrains
the functional to the set of the spinors with L2-norm fixed, in contrast to the NLS
functional. As a consequence, no minimization can be performed and, hence, the
extensions of the direct methods of calculus of variations developed for the Schr\"odinger
case are useless.
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1054 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
Furthermore, such a kinetic part is also strongly indefinite, so that the functional
possesses a significantly more complex geometry with respect to the NLS case, thus
calling for more technical (albeit classical) tools of critical point theory.
Finally, the spinorial structure of the problem as well as the implicit definition
of the kinetic part of the functional, whose domain is not embedded in L\infty (\scrG ,\BbbC 2),
prevent the (direct) use of the tools developed for the NLSE on graphs such as, for
instance, rearrangements and ``graph surgery.""
In view of these issues, in the proof of Theorem 2.12 we rather adapted some
techniques from the literature on the NLDE on standard noncompact domains. The
fact that we are dealing with a nonlinearity localized only on a compact part of the
graph makes the study of the geometry of the functional a bit more delicate as we
will see in Lemma 3.4 (while it clearly simplifies the compactness issues with respect
to the extended case). For the same reason, the uniform H1-boundedness needed to
study the nonrelativistic limit of the bound states (see below) is achieved in different
steps (see section 4).
The second (and main) result of the paper, on the other hand, shows the connec-
tion between the NLDE and the NLSE, suggested by the physical interpretation of
the two models.
Before presenting the statement, we recall that, by the definition of \scrD , the bound
states obtained via Theorem 2.12 depend in fact on the speed of light c. As a conse-
quence, they should be meant as bound states of frequency \omega of the NLDE at speed
of light c.
Theorem 2.13 (nonrelativistic limit of the bound states). Let \scrG be a noncom-
pact metric graph with nonempty compact core, and let m > 0, p \in (2, 6), and \lambda < 0.
Let also (cn), (\omega n) be two real sequences such that
0 < cn, \omega n \rightarrow +\infty ,(18)
\omega n < mc
2
n,(19)
\omega n  - mc2n  - \rightarrow 
\lambda 
m
,(20)
as n\rightarrow +\infty . If \{ \psi n = (\psi 1n, \psi 2n)T \} is a bound state of frequency \omega n of the NLDE (14)
at speed of light cn, then, up to subsequences, there holds
\psi 1n  - \rightarrow u and \psi 2n  - \rightarrow 0 in H1(\scrG ),
as n\rightarrow +\infty , where u is a bound state of frequency \lambda of the NLSE (17) with \alpha = 2m.
First we recall that the expression ``speed of light cn, with cn \rightarrow \infty "" corresponds
to the fact that we are investigating the regime where the relativistic parameter c is
large. The main interest of Theorem 2.13 is thus given by the fact that we recover the
NLSE model in the limit, providing a mathematical proof of this fact, quite natural
from the physical point of view.
On the other hand, the fact that \alpha = 2m is consistent with the fact that in the
nonrelativistic limit the kinetic (free) part of the hamiltonian of a particle is given by
 - 12m\Delta .
Moreover, we point out that Theorem 2.13, in contrast to Theorem 2.12, holds
only for a fixed range of power exponents, namely, the so-called L2-subcritical case
p \in (2, 6). However, this is the only range of powers for which multiplicity results are
known for the NLSE (see [51]). On the other hand, these results are parametrized
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by the L2-norm of the wave function while Theorem 2.13 is parametrized by the
frequency and hence (in some sense) it presents as a byproduct a new result for the
NLSE.
Remark 2.14. We also mention that Theorems 2.12 and 2.13 can be proved, with-
out significant modifications, also in the case of more general nonlinearities, by means
of several ad hoc assumptions. We limit ourselves to the power case in this context
for the sake of simplicity.
3. Existence of infinitely many bound states. In this section we prove
Theorem 2.12. Note that since the parameter c here does not play any role, we set
c = 1 throughout the section. In addition, in what follows (unless stated otherwise)
we always tacitly assume that the mass parameter m is positive, the frequency \omega \in 
( - m,m), the power of the nonlinearity p > 2, and \scrG is a noncompact metric graph
with nonempty compact core.
3.1. Preliminary results. The first point is to prove that the bound states
coincide with the critical points of the C2 action functional \scrL : Y \rightarrow \BbbR defined by
(21) \scrL (\psi ) = 1
2
\int 
\scrG 
\langle \psi , (\scrD  - \omega )\psi \rangle dx - 1
p
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi | p dx.
Recall that (as c = 1) the spectrum of \scrD is given by
(22) \sigma (\scrD ) = ( - \infty , - m] \cup [m,+\infty ).
Proposition 3.1. A spinor is a bound state of frequency \omega of the NLDE if and
only if it is a critical point of \scrL .
Proof. One can easily see that a bound state of frequency \omega of the NLDE is a
critical point of \scrL . Let us prove, therefore, the converse.
Assume that \psi is a critical point of \scrL , namely, that \psi \in Y and
\langle d\scrL (\psi )| \varphi \rangle =
\int 
\scrG 
\langle \psi , (\scrD  - \omega )\varphi \rangle dx - 
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi | p - 2\langle \psi ,\varphi \rangle dx = 0 \forall \varphi \in Y.(23)
Now, for any fixed edge e \in E, if one chooses
\varphi =
\Biggl( 
\varphi 1
0
\Biggr) 
with 0 \not = \varphi 1 \in C\infty 0 (Ie)(24)
(namely, \varphi 1 possesses the sole component \varphi 1e, which is a test function of Ie), then
\imath 
\int 
Ie
\psi 2e (\varphi 
1
e)
\prime dxe =
\int 
Ie
\bigl[ 
(m - \omega )\psi 1e + \chi  - \scrK | \psi e| p - 2\psi 1e
\bigr] \underbrace{}  \underbrace{}  
\in L2(Ie)
\varphi 1e dxe,
so that \psi 2e \in H1(Ie) and an integration by parts yields the first line of (14). On
the other hand, simply exchanging the role of \varphi 1 and \varphi 2 in (24), one can see that
\psi 1e \in H1(Ie) and satisfies the second line of (14), as well.
It is then left to prove that \psi fulfills (8) and (9). First, fix a vertex v of the
compact core and choose
dom(\scrD ) \ni \varphi =
\Biggl( 
\varphi 1
0
\Biggr) 
with \varphi 1(v) = 1, \varphi (v\prime ) = 0 \forall v\prime \in \scrK , v\prime \not = v.
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1056 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
Integrating by parts in (23) and using (14), there results\sum 
e\succ v
\varphi 1e(v)\psi 
2
e(v)\pm = 0
and, hence, \psi 2 satisfies (9) (recall the meaning of \psi 2e(v)\pm explained in Definition 2.3).
On the other hand, let v be a vertex of the compact core with degree greater than or
equal to 2 (for vertices of degree 1, (8) is satisfied for free). Moreover, let
dom(\scrD ) \ni \varphi =
\Biggl( 
0
\varphi 2
\Biggr) 
with \varphi 2e1(v)\pm =  - \varphi 2e2(v)\pm , \varphi 2e(v) = 0 \forall e \not = e1, e2,
where e1 and e2 are two edges incident at v, and \varphi 
2
e \equiv 0 on each edge not incident at
v. Again, integrating by parts in (23) and using (14),
\varphi 2e1(v)\pm \psi 
1
e1(v) + \varphi 
2
e2(v)\pm \psi 
1
e2(v) = 0.
Then, repeating the procedure for any pair of edges incident at v one gets (8).
Finally, iterating the same arguments on all the vertices we conclude the
proof.
Remark 3.2. In addition to Proposition 3.1, it is worth mentioning that, due to
the linear behavior outside the compact core, the bound states are known explicitly
on the half-lines. Pecisely, if e \in E is a half-line with starting point v, then\left\{       
\psi 1e(xe) =  - \imath \psi 2e(v)
\sqrt{} 
m+ \omega 
m - \omega e
 - \surd m2 - \omega 2xe ,
\psi 2e(xe) = \psi 
2
e(v)e
 - \surd m2 - \omega 2xe ,
xe \in [0,\infty ).(25)
The second preliminary step is to prove that the functional \scrL possesses a so-called
linking geometry [26, 53], since this is the main tool in order to prove the existence
of Palais--Smale sequences.
Recall that according to (22) we can decompose the form domain Y as the or-
thogonal sum of the positive and negative spectral subspaces for the operator \scrD ,
i.e.,
Y = Y + \oplus Y  - .
As a consequence, every \psi \in Y can be written as \psi = P+\psi +P - \psi =: \psi ++\psi  - , where
P\pm are the orthogonal projectors onto Y \pm . In addition one can find an equivalent
(but more convenient) norm for Y , i.e.,
\| \psi \| := \| 
\sqrt{} 
| \scrD | \psi \| L2 \forall \psi \in Y.
Remark 3.3. Borel functional calculus for self-ajoint operators [48, Theorem
VIII.5] allows us to define the operators | \scrD | \alpha , \alpha > 0, and more general operators
of the form f(\scrD ), where f is a Borel function on \BbbR .
In view of the previous remarks and using again the spectral theorem, the action
functional (21) can be rewritten as follows:
(26) \scrL (\psi ) = 1
2
(\| \psi +\| 2  - \| \psi  - \| 2) - \omega 
2
\int 
\scrG 
| \psi | 2  - 1
p
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi | p dx,
which is the best form in order to prove that \scrL has in fact a linking geometry (see,
e.g., [53, section II.8]).
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Lemma 3.4. For every N \in \BbbN there exist R = R(N, p) > 0 and an N -dimensional
space ZN \subset Y + such that
(27) \scrL (\psi ) \leqslant 0 \forall \psi \in \partial \scrM N ,
where
\partial \scrM N =
\bigl\{ 
\psi \in \scrM N : \| \psi  - \| = R or \| \psi +\| = R
\bigr\} 
and
(28) \scrM N :=
\bigl\{ 
\psi \in Y : \| \psi  - \| \leqslant R and \psi + \in ZN with \| \psi +\| \leqslant R
\bigr\} 
.
Proof. Let e be a bounded edge, associated with the segment Ie = [0, \ell e], and let
V be the space of the spinors
\eta =
\Biggl( 
\eta 1
0
\Biggr) 
with \eta 1 \in C\infty 0 (Ie),
which is clearly a subset of dom(\scrD ) and hence of Y . Moreover, a simple computation
shows that
(29)
\int 
\scrG 
\langle \eta ,\scrD \eta \rangle dx = m
\int 
\scrG 
| \eta 1| 2 dx
and thus, in view of (26), if \eta 1 \not = 0, then \eta + \not = 0.
Assume first that dimV + = \infty , where V + = V \cap Y +. For every fixed N \in \BbbN ,
choose N linearly independent spinors \eta +1 , . . . , \eta 
+
N \in V + and set ZN := span\{ \eta +1 , . . . ,
\eta +N\} . As a consequence, if \psi \in \partial \scrM N , then \psi = \varphi + \xi with \varphi \in Y  - and \xi \in ZN , so
that
\scrL (\psi ) = \scrL (\varphi + \xi ) = 1
2
\bigl( \| \xi \| 2  - \| \varphi \| 2\bigr)  - 1
p
\int 
\scrK 
| \varphi + \xi | p dx.
It is clear that if \| \varphi \| \geqslant \| \xi \| , then
\scrL (\varphi + \xi ) \leqslant  - 
\int 
\scrK 
| \varphi + \xi | p dx \leqslant 0.
If, on the contrary, \| \xi \| \geqslant \| \varphi \| , then some further effort is required. Since \psi \in \partial \scrM N ,
\| \xi \| = R and thus
\scrL (\varphi + \xi ) \leqslant R
2
2
 - 1
p
\int 
\scrK 
| \varphi + \xi | p dx.
From the H\"older inequality
(30)
\int 
\scrK 
| \varphi + \xi | 2 \leqslant \ell p - 2p
\biggl( \int 
\scrK 
| \varphi + \xi | p dx
\biggr) 2
p
(recall that \ell = | \scrK | ) and hence
(31) \scrL (\varphi + \xi ) \leqslant R
2
2
 - \ell 
p(2 - p)
4
p
\biggl( \int 
\scrK 
| \varphi + \xi | 2 dx
\biggr) p
2
.
Now, by definition, \xi =
\sum N
j=1 \lambda j\eta 
+
j for some \lambda j \in \BbbC . On the other hand, denoting
by \eta  - j the spinors such that \eta 
 - 
j + \eta 
+
j =: \eta j \in V , since \varphi \in Y  - , there results that
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1058 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
\varphi = \varphi \bot + \chi with \chi :=
\sum N
j=1 \lambda j\eta 
 - 
j and \varphi 
\bot the orthogonal complement of \chi in Y  - .
Therefore, as \varphi \bot is orthogonal to \chi and \xi in L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2),
(32)
\int 
\scrG 
| \varphi + \xi | 2 dx =
\int 
\scrG 
| \varphi \bot | 2 dx+
\int 
\scrG 
| \xi + \chi | 2 dx,
while, as \xi + \chi =
\sum N
j=1 \lambda j\eta j vanishes outside I \subset \scrK ,
(33)
\int 
\scrG 
| \varphi +\xi | 2 dx =
\int 
\scrG \setminus \scrK 
| \varphi +\xi | 2 dx+
\int 
\scrK 
| \varphi +\xi | 2 dx =
\int 
\scrG \setminus \scrK 
| \varphi \bot | 2 dx+
\int 
\scrK 
| \varphi +\xi | 2 dx.
Combining (32) and (33) we get\int 
\scrK 
| \varphi + \xi | 2 dx =
\int 
\scrK 
| \varphi \bot | 2 dx+
\int 
\scrG 
| \chi + \xi | 2 dx
and, plugging into (31),
\scrL (\varphi + \xi ) \leqslant R
2
2
 - \ell 
p(2 - p)
4
p
\biggl( \int 
\scrK 
| \varphi \bot | 2 dx+
\int 
\scrG 
| \chi + \xi | 2 dx
\biggr) p
2
(34)
\leqslant R
2
2
 - \ell 
p(2 - p)
4
p
\biggl( \int 
\scrG 
| \chi + \xi | 2 dx
\biggr) p
2
.
Then, since \chi and \xi are orthogonal by construction and \chi + \xi belongs to a finite
dimensional space (so that its L2-norm is equivalent to the Y -norm), there exists
C > 0 such that
\scrL (\varphi + \xi ) \leqslant R
2
2
 - C \bigl( \| \chi \| 2 + \| \xi \| 2\bigr) p2 \leqslant R2
2
 - C\| \xi \| p = R
2
2
 - CRp
and thus, for R large, the claim is proved.
Finally, consider the case dimV + < \infty . As dimV = \infty , we have dimV  - = \infty .
On the other hand, there holds \sigma 2V
 - \subset Y + and that \sigma 2V + \subset Y  - , where \sigma 2 is the
Pauli matrix
\sigma 2 =
\Biggl( 
0  - i
i 0
\Biggr) 
,
as this matrix anticommutes with the Dirac operator. Therefore (also recalling that
\sigma 2 in unitary), if one defines \widetilde V = \sigma 2V , which consists of spinors of the form
\eta =
\Biggl( 
0
\eta 2
\Biggr) 
with \eta 2 \in C\infty 0 (Ie),
so that \widetilde V + = \sigma 2V  - and \widetilde V  - = \sigma 2V +, then (arguing as before) one can prove again
(27).
Lemma 3.5. There exist r, \rho > 0 such that
inf
S+r
\scrL \geqslant \rho > 0,
where
S+r :=
\bigl\{ 
\psi \in Y + : \| \psi \| = r\bigr\} .(35)D
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Proof. The proof is an immediate consequence of the definition of \scrL given in (21),
in view of the fact that p > 2 and \omega \in ( - m,m).
Finally, we introduce a further representation of the functional \scrL , which will be
useful in what follows. Preliminarily, note that as the spectrum of the (self-adjoint)
operator (\scrD  - \omega ) is given by
\sigma (\scrD  - \omega ) = ( - \infty , - m - \omega ] \cup [m - \omega ,+\infty )
(and as | \omega | < m), one can define an equivalent norm
\| \psi \| \omega := \| 
\sqrt{} 
| \scrD  - \omega | \psi \| L2 \forall \psi \in Y
and the two spectral projectors P\pm \omega on the positive and negative (respectively) spectral
subspaces of (\scrD  - \omega ). As a consequence,
(36) \psi = P+\omega \psi + P
 - 
\omega \psi \forall \psi \in Y
and (26) can be written as
\scrL (\psi ) = 1
2
(\| \psi +\| 2\omega  - \| \psi  - \| 2\omega ) - 
1
p
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi | p dx.
3.2. Existence and multiplicity of the bound states. The aim of this sec-
tion is to prove, for p > 2, the existence of infinitely many (pairs of) bound states of
the NLDE for any frequency \omega \in ( - m,m). The techniques used below (such as, for
instance, Krasnoselskij genus or pseudogradient flows) are well known in the literature
in their abstract setting and can be found, for instance, in [47, 53] (see also [26] for
an application to NLDEs).
Recall the definition of Krasnoselskij genus for the subsets of Y .
Definition 3.6. Let \scrA be the family of sets A \subset Y \setminus \{ 0\} such that A is closed
and symmetric (namely, \psi \in A\Rightarrow  - \psi \in A). For every A \in \scrA , the genus of A is the
natural number defined by
\gamma [A] := min\{ n \in \BbbN : \exists \varphi : A\rightarrow \BbbR n\setminus \{ 0\} , \varphi continuous and odd\} .
If no such \varphi exists, then one sets \gamma [A] =\infty .
In addition, one easily sees that the action functional \scrL is even, i.e.,
\scrL ( - \psi ) = \scrL (\psi ) \forall \psi \in Y.
As a consequence, it is well known (see, e.g., [47, Appendix]) that there exists an odd
pseudogradient flow (ht)t\in \BbbR associated with the functional \scrL , which satisfies some
useful properties. This construction is based on well-known arguments and, thus,
here we only present an outline of the proof, refering the reader to [47, Appendix] and
[53, Chapter II] for details.
Since the interaction term is concentrated on a compact set \scrK \subset \scrG , the compact-
ness of Sobolev embeddings implies that ht can be chosen of the form
ht = \Lambda t +Kt : [0,\infty )\times Y  - \rightarrow Y,
where \Lambda t is an isomorphism and Kt is a compact map, for all t \geqslant 0. Moreover, one
can also prove that
\Lambda t : Y
 - \oplus Y +  - \rightarrow Y  - \oplus Y + \forall t \in \BbbR ,
that is, Y \pm are invariant under the action of \Lambda t for all t \geqslant 0.
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Fix, then, \varepsilon > 0 such that \rho  - \varepsilon > 0 (with \rho given by Lemma 3.5). Exploiting
suitable cut-off functions on the pseudogradient vector field, one can get that, for all
t \geqslant 0,
(37) ht(\psi ) = \psi \forall \psi \in \{ \varphi \in Y : \scrL (\varphi ) < \rho  - \varepsilon \} ,
namely, the level sets of the action below \rho  - \varepsilon are not modified by the flow.
In view of these remarks, we can state the following lemma.
Lemma 3.7. Let r, \rho > 0 be as in Lemma 3.5. Then, for every N \in \BbbN , there results
\gamma [ht(S
+
r ) \cap \scrM N ] \geqslant N \forall t \geqslant 0
with S+r and \scrM N defined by (35) and (28), respectively.
Proof. For each fixed \psi \in Y , the function t \mapsto \rightarrow \scrL \circ ht(\psi ) is increasing. Then
Lemma 3.4 implies that
ht(S
+
r ) \cap \partial \scrM N = \emptyset \forall t \geqslant 0.
Note, also, that by the group property of the pseudogradient flow
(ht)
 - 1
= h - t = \Lambda  - t +K - t,
so that
ht(S
+
r ) \cap \scrM N = ht
\bigl( 
S+r \cap h - t (\scrM N )
\bigr) 
.
Then, from (37), a degree-theory argument (see, e.g., [53, section II.8]) shows that
S+r \cap h - t (\scrM N ) \not = \emptyset .
On the other hand, by (37) and Lemma 3.4, it is easy to see that
ht(S
+
r ) \cap \scrM N = ht(S+r ) \cap (Y  - \oplus ZN ),
and thus
(38) ht(S
+
r ) \cap \scrM N = ht
\bigl( 
S+r \cap 
\bigl( 
Y  - \oplus Z \prime N +K - t(Y  - \oplus ZN )
\bigr) \bigr) 
,
where Z \prime N := \Lambda  - t(ZN ) is an N -dimensional subspace of Y
+ and where we used the
fact that \Lambda s is an isomorphism for all s \in \BbbR and preserves Y \pm . Now, since ht(0) = 0
and \Lambda t(0) = 0, we have Kt(0) = 0. As a consequence
Y  - \oplus Z \prime N \subset 
\bigl( 
Y  - \oplus Z \prime N
\bigr) 
+K - t(Y  - \oplus ZN ),
and hence, exploiting (38) and the monotonicity of the genus,
\gamma 
\bigl[ 
ht(S
+
r ) \cap \scrM N
\bigr] 
\geqslant \gamma 
\bigl[ 
S+r \cap (Y  - \oplus Z \prime N )
\bigr] 
\geqslant \gamma 
\bigl[ 
S+r \cap Z \prime N
\bigr] 
= N,
as S+r \cap Z \prime N \simeq \BbbS N , namely, is homeomorphic to an N -dimensional sphere.
Using Lemma 3.7 we can prove the existence of the Palais--Smale sequences at
the min-max levels.
Corollary 3.8. Let the assumptions of Lemma 3.7 be satisfied and define, for
any N \in \BbbN ,
(39) \alpha N := inf
X\in \scrF N
sup
\psi \in X
\scrL (\psi )D
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with
(40) \scrF N :=
\bigl\{ 
X \in \scrA : \gamma [ht(S+r ) \cap X] \geqslant N \forall t \geqslant 0
\bigr\} 
.
Then, for every N \in \BbbN , there exists a Palais--Smale sequence (\psi n) \subset Y at level \alpha N ,
i.e., \left\{   \scrL (\psi n)  - \rightarrow \alpha Nd\scrL (\psi n) Y \ast  -  - \rightarrow 0 as n  - \rightarrow \infty .
In addition, there results
\alpha N1 \leqslant \alpha N2 \forall N1 < N2,(41)
0 < \rho \leqslant \alpha N \leqslant sup
\scrM N
\scrL < +\infty \forall N \in \BbbN .
Proof. The existence of a Palais--Smale sequence for \scrL at level \alpha N follows by
standard deformation arguments, and then we only sketch the proof (see [47, 53] for
details).
Preliminarily, we note that by Lemma 3.7 (and the definition of\scrM N ) the classes
\scrF N are not empty and hence that the levels \alpha N are well defined.
Now, suppose, by contradiction, that there is no Palais--Smale sequence at level
\alpha N . Then, since \scrL \in C1, there exist \delta , \varepsilon > 0 such that
(42) \| d\scrL (\psi )\| \geqslant \delta \forall \psi \in \{ \alpha N  - 2\varepsilon < \scrL < \alpha N + 2\varepsilon \} .
In addition, from (39) there exists X\varepsilon \in \scrF N such that
sup
\psi \in X\varepsilon 
\scrL (\psi ) < \alpha N + \varepsilon ,
and hence, combining with (42), we can see that there exists T > 0 such that
\scrL (h - T (X\varepsilon )) \subseteq \{ \scrL < \alpha N  - \varepsilon \} .
As a consequence, if one shows that h - T (X\varepsilon ) \in \scrF N , then one obtains a contradiction.
First, observe that h - T (X\varepsilon ) \in \scrA as hs is odd, so that it suffices to prove that
\gamma 
\bigl[ 
ht
\bigl( 
S+r
\bigr) \cap h - T (X\varepsilon )\bigr] \geqslant N.
On the other hand,
ht
\bigl( 
S+r
\bigr) \cap h - T (X\varepsilon ) = h - T \bigl( ht+T \bigl( S+r \bigr) \cap X\varepsilon \bigr) ,
and then the monotonicity of the genus gives
\gamma 
\bigl[ 
ht
\bigl( 
S+r
\bigr) \cap h - T (X\varepsilon )\bigr] \geqslant \gamma \bigl[ ht+T \bigl( S+r \bigr) \cap X\varepsilon \bigr] \geqslant N.
Therefore, h - T (X\varepsilon ) \in \scrF N and this entails that
\alpha N \leqslant sup
\psi \in h - T (X\varepsilon )
\scrL (\psi ) < \alpha N  - \varepsilon ,
which is a contradiction.
Finally, the first line of (41) follows again by monotonicity of the genus, whereas
the second one is a direct (up to some computations) consequence of Lemmas 3.4, 3.5,
and 3.7.
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1062 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
Remark 3.9. It is easy to see that there are no nontrivial critical points for the
action functional \scrL at levels \alpha \leqslant 0. Indeed, let \psi \in Y be such that d\scrL (\psi ) = 0 and
\scrL (\psi ) = \alpha . A simple computation gives\biggl( 
1
2
 - 1
p
\biggr) \int 
\scrK 
| \psi | p = \alpha ,
which implies that \alpha \geqslant 0. Suppose, now, that \alpha = 0. Consequently, \psi vanishes on
the compact core \scrK . Then, it follows that \psi 1e(v) = \psi 2e(v) = 0 for all v, e \in \scrK , and
thus, exploiting (8) and (25), that \psi \equiv 0 on \scrG .
Now, before giving the proof of Theorem 2.12, we discuss the compactness prop-
erties of Palais--Smale sequences.
Proposition 3.10. For every \alpha > 0, Palais--Smale sequences at level \alpha are
bounded in Y .
Proof. Let (\psi n) be a Palais--Smale sequence at level \alpha > 0 and assume by con-
tradiction that, up to subsequences,
\| \psi n\| \omega  - \rightarrow \infty as n\rightarrow \infty .
Simple computations show that, for n large,\biggl( 
1
2
 - 1
p
\biggr) \int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p dx = \scrL (\psi n) - 1
2
\langle d\scrL (\psi n)| \psi n\rangle \leqslant C + \| \psi n\| \omega ,
and (recalling the definition of P\pm \omega given by (36))\bigm| \bigm| \langle d\scrL (\psi n)| P+\omega \psi n\rangle \bigm| \bigm| = \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \int \scrG \langle P+\omega \psi n, (\scrD  - \omega )\psi n\rangle dx - 
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p - 2\langle \psi n, P+\omega \psi n\rangle dx
\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \leqslant \| \psi n\| \omega .
As a consequence, using the H\"older inequality and (12), we get\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \int \scrG \langle P+\omega \psi n, (\scrD  - \omega )\psi n\rangle dx
\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \leqslant \| \psi n\| \omega + \int \scrK | \psi n| p - 1| P+\omega \psi n| dx
\leqslant \| \psi n\| \omega +
\biggl( \int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p dx
\biggr) p - 1
p
\biggl( \int 
\scrK 
| P+\omega \psi n| p dx
\biggr) 1
p
\leqslant C (1 + \| \psi n\| \omega )1 - 
1
p \| \psi n\| \omega .
(43)
On the other hand, by the definition of P\pm \omega , one sees that
\| P+\omega \psi n\| 2\omega =
\int 
\scrG 
\langle P+\omega \psi n, (\scrD  - \omega )P+\omega \psi n\rangle dx =
\int 
\scrG 
\langle P+\omega \psi n, (\scrD  - \omega )\psi n\rangle dx
and, combining with (43),
\| P+\omega \psi n\| 2\omega \leqslant C (1 + \| \psi n\| \omega )1 - 
1
p \| \psi n\| \omega .
Arguing as before, one also finds that
\| P - \omega \psi n\| 2\omega \leqslant C (1 + \| \psi n\| \omega )1 - 
1
p \| \psi n\| \omega 
and hence
\| \psi n\| 2\omega \leqslant (C + \| \psi n\| \omega )1 - 
1
p \| \psi n\| \omega ,
which is a contradiction if \| \psi n\| \omega \rightarrow \infty , since 1 - 1p \in ( 12 , 1) as p > 2.
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Lemma 3.11. For every \alpha > 0, Palais--Smale sequences at level \alpha are precompact
in Y .
Proof. Let (\psi n) be a Palais--Smale sequence at level \alpha > 0. From Proposition
3.10, it is bounded and then, up to subsequences,
\psi n \rightharpoondown \psi in Y,
\psi n  - \rightarrow \psi in Lp(\scrK ,\BbbC 2).
(44)
On the other hand, by definition
o(1) = \langle d\scrL (\psi n)| P+\omega (\psi n  - \psi )\rangle 
=
\int 
\scrG 
\langle P+\omega (\psi n  - \psi ), (\scrD  - \omega )\psi n\rangle dx - 
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p - 2\langle \psi n, P+\omega (\psi n  - \psi )\rangle dx,
(45)
and (again) by the H\"older inequality and (44)\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \int \scrK | \psi n| p - 2\langle \psi n, P+\omega (\psi n  - \psi )\rangle dx
\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \leqslant \int \scrK | \psi n| p - 1| P+\omega \psi n  - \psi )| dx
\leqslant \| \psi n\| p - 1Lp(\scrK ,\BbbC 2)\| P+\omega (\psi n  - \psi )\| Lp(\scrK ,\BbbC 2) = o(1).
As a consequence, combining with (45),
(46)
\int 
\scrG 
\langle P+\omega (\psi n  - \psi ), (\scrD  - \omega )\psi n\rangle dx = o(1).
In addition, since (\psi n  - \psi )\rightharpoondown 0 in Y , we get\int 
\scrG 
\langle P+\omega (\psi n  - \psi ), (\scrD  - \omega )\psi \rangle dx = o(1)
and, summing with (46), there results
\| P+\omega (\psi n  - \psi )\| 2\omega =
\int 
\scrG 
\langle (\scrD  - \omega )P+\omega (\psi n  - \psi ), P+\omega (\psi n  - \psi )\rangle dx = o(1).
Since, analogously, one can prove that
\| P - \omega (\psi n  - \psi )\| 2\omega =
\int 
\scrG 
\langle (\scrD  - \omega )P - \omega (\psi n  - \psi ), P - \omega (\psi n  - \psi )\rangle dx = o(1),
we obtain
\| \psi n  - \psi \| 2\omega = o(1),
which concludes the proof.
Finally, we have all the ingredients in order to prove Theorem 2.12.
Proof of Theorem 2.12. By Corollary 3.8, for every N \in \BbbN , there exists at least
a Palais--Smale sequence at level \alpha N > 0 (defined by (39)) and, by Proposition 3.11,
it converges to a critical point of \scrL , which is via Proposition 3.1 a bound state of the
NLDE.
Now, if the inequalities in (41) are strict, then one immediately obtains the claim.
However, if \alpha j = \alpha j+1 = \cdot \cdot \cdot = \alpha j+q = \alpha , for some q \geqslant 1, then the claim follows by
[8, Proposition 10.8] as the properties of the genus imply the existence of infinitely
many critical points at level \alpha .
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4. Nonrelativistic limit of solutions. In this section we prove Theorem 2.13,
namely, that there exists a wide class of (pairs of) sequences (cn), (\omega n) for which
the nonrelativistic limit holds. More precisely, we show that with such a choice of
parameters the bound states of the NLDE converge, as cn \rightarrow +\infty , to the bound states
of the NLSE with \alpha = 2m.
The strategy that we use is the one developed by Esteban and S\'er\'e in [27] for the
case of Dirac--Fock equations. However, the differences between both the equations
and the frameworks discussed call for some relevant modifications. In particular,
while in [27] one of the main points is the estimate of the sequence of the Lagrange
multipliers of bound states with L2-norm fixed, here the major point (since there
is no constraint) is to prove that the limit is nontrivial. Moreover, we also have to
distinguish different cases according to the exponent p \in (2, 6) of the nonlinearity.
Preliminarily, note that, since here the role of the (sequence of the) speed of light
is central, we cannot set any more c = 1. As a consequence, all the previous results
have to be meant with m replaced by mc2n (and \omega replaced by \omega n). In addition, we
denote by \scrD n the Dirac operator with c = cn and with \scrL n the action functional with
\scrD = \scrD n and \omega = \omega n. There are clearly many other quantities which actually depend
on the index n (such as, for instance, the form domain Y , ZN , . . . ), but since such
a dependence is not crucial we omit it for the sake of simplicity. In addition, in the
following, we will always make the assumptions (18), (19), and (20) on the parameters
(cn), (\omega n). In particular, those assumptions immediately imply that
0 < C1 \leqslant mc2n  - \omega n \leqslant C2.(47)
Now, from Theorem 2.12, for every fixed N \in \BbbN , there exist at least a pair of
bound states of frequency \omega n at level \alpha 
n
N of the NLDE at speed of light cn. Hence,
we denote throughout by (\psi n) a sequence of bound states corresponding to those
values of parameters. Since all the following results hold for every fixed N \in \BbbN , the
dependence on N is understood in what follows (unless stated otherwise).
4.1. \bfitH \bfone -boundedness of the sequence of the bound states. The first step
is to prove that the sequence (\psi n) defined above is bounded in L
p(\scrK ,\BbbC 2).
Lemma 4.1. Under the assumptions (18), (19), and (20), the sequence (\psi n) is
bounded in Lp(\scrK ,\BbbC 2) (uniformly with respect to n), as well as the associated minimax
levels (\alpha nN ).
Proof. First, recalling (40) and following the notation of the proof of Lemma 3.4,
one sees that
\alpha nN = inf
X\in \scrF N
sup
\psi \in X
\scrL n(\psi ) \leqslant sup
Y  - \oplus ZN
\scrL n.
In addition, following again the proof of Lemma 3.4, given an orthonormal basis
\eta +j , j = 1, . . . , N , of ZN , every spinor \psi \in Y  - \oplus ZN can be decomposed as
\psi = \varphi \bot +
N\sum 
j=1
\lambda j\eta j , \lambda 1, . . . , \lambda N \in \BbbC ,
with \varphi \bot \in Y  - orthogonal to \zeta :=\sum Nj=1 \lambda j\eta j \in V . Arguing as in (30)--(34) we get
(48) \scrL n(\psi ) \leqslant 1
2
\int 
\scrG 
\langle \zeta , (\scrD n  - \omega n)\zeta \rangle dx - C
\biggl( \int 
\scrG 
| \zeta | 2 dx
\biggr) p
2
.
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On the other hand, exploiting (29) and (47), there results
(49)
\int 
\scrG 
\langle \zeta , (\scrD n  - \omega n)\zeta \rangle dx = (mc2n  - \omega n)
\int 
\scrG 
| \zeta | 2 dx \leqslant C
\int 
\scrG 
| \zeta | 2 dx.
Hence, combining (48) and (49),
\scrL n(\psi ) \leqslant C
\int 
\scrG 
| \zeta | 2 dx
\Biggl[ 
1 - 
\biggl( \int 
\scrG 
| \zeta | 2 dx
\biggr) p - 2
2
\Biggr] 
and thus, since V does not depend on n and since p > 2
\alpha nN \leqslant max
Y  - \oplus ZN
\scrL n \leqslant C < +\infty \forall n \in \BbbN .
Finally, as \psi n is a critical point of the action functional,
\alpha nN = \scrL n(\psi n) - 
1
2
\langle d\scrL n(\psi n), \psi n\rangle =
\biggl( 
1
2
 - 1
p
\biggr) \int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p,
which concludes the proof.
We can now prove that boundedness on Lp(\scrK ,\BbbC 2) entails boundedness on
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2).
Lemma 4.2. Under the assumptions (18), (19), and (20), the sequence (\psi n) is
bounded in L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) (uniformly with respect to n).
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, denote by \psi \pm the projections of the spinor \psi \in Y
given by (36) (with \omega = \omega n). As the spectrum of the operator \scrD n  - \omega n is
(50) \sigma (\scrD n  - \omega n) = ( - \infty , - mc2n  - \omega n] \cup [mc2n  - \omega n,+\infty )
and \psi n satisfies (14) (with c = cn and \omega = \omega n), the H\"older inequality yields
0 \leqslant 
\int 
\scrG 
\langle \psi +n , (\scrD n  - \omega n)\psi +n \rangle dx =
\int 
\scrG 
\langle \psi +n , (\scrD n  - \omega n)\psi n\rangle dx \leqslant 
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p - 1| \psi +n | dx
\leqslant 
\biggl( \int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p dx
\biggr) p - 1
p
\biggl( \int 
\scrK 
| \psi +n | p dx
\biggr) 1
p
\leqslant C
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p dx
for some C > 0, where in the last inequality we used the fact that the decomposition
Y = Y +\omega n \oplus Y  - \omega n
induces an analogous decomposition on Lp(\scrK ), that is,
\| \psi \pm \| Lp(\scrK ,\BbbC 2) \leqslant \| \psi \| Lp(\scrK ,\BbbC 2) \forall \psi \in Y.
Moreover, using (50) one can prove that\int 
\scrG 
\langle \psi +n , (\scrD n  - \omega n)\psi +n \rangle dx \geqslant (mc2n  - \omega n)
\int 
\scrG 
| \psi +n | 2 dx.
Then, combining the above observations with Lemma 4.1 and (47), there results
\| \psi +n \| 2L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) \leqslant M <\infty .
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1066 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
An analogous argument gives
(mc2n + \omega n)\| \psi  - n \| 2L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) \leqslant M <\infty 
and then
\| \psi  - n \| L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) = \scrO 
\biggl( 
1
cn
\biggr) 
as n\rightarrow +\infty ,
which concludes the proof.
Finally, we can deduce boundedness in H1(\scrG ,\BbbC 2). Preliminarily, we recall two
Gagliardo--Nirenberg inequalities for spinors that can be easily deduced from those
on functions (see, e.g., [52, Proposition 2.6]). For every p \geqslant 2, there exists Cp > 0
such that
(51) \| \psi \| pLp(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) \leqslant Cp\| \psi \| 
p
2+1
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2)\| \psi \prime \| 
p
2 - 1
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) \forall \psi \in H1(\scrG ,\BbbC 2).
Moreover, there exists C\infty > 0 such that
(52) \| \psi \| L\infty (\scrG ,\BbbC 2) \leqslant C\infty \| \psi \| 
1
2
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2)\| \psi \prime \| 
1
2
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) \forall \psi \in H1(\scrG ,\BbbC 2).
Lemma 4.3. Let p \in (2, 6). Under the assumptions (18), (19), and (20), the se-
quence (\psi n) is bounded in H
1(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) (uniformly with respect to n).
Proof. First, recall that since \psi n are bound states they satisfy (edge by edge)
(53) \scrD n\psi n = \omega n\psi n + \chi \scrK | \psi n| p - 2\psi n.
The L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2)-norm squared of the right-hand side (r.h.s.) of (53) reads
\| \omega n\psi n + \kappa | \psi n| p - 2\psi n\| 2L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2)(54)
= \omega 2n\| \psi n\| 2L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) +
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| 2(p - 1) dx+ 2\omega n
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p dx.
Let us estimate the last two integrals. Using (52), Lemma 4.1, and Lemma 4.2, we
get \int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| 2(p - 1) =
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p+(p - 2) dx \leqslant \| \psi n\| p - 2L\infty (\scrG ,\BbbC 2)
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p dx
\leqslant Cp - 2\infty \| \psi n\| 
p
2+1
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2)\| \psi \prime n\| 
p
2 - 1
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) \leqslant C\| \psi \prime n\| 
p
2 - 1
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2).
(55)
On the other hand, by (51) and Lemma 4.2
(56)
\int 
\scrK 
| \psi n| p dx \leqslant 
\int 
\scrG 
| \psi n| p dx \leqslant Cp\| \psi n\| 
p
2+1
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2)\| \psi \prime n\| 
p
2 - 1
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) \leqslant C\| \psi \prime n\| 
p
2 - 1
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2).
Since an easy computation shows that
(57) \| \scrD n\psi n\| 2L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) = c2n\| \psi \prime n\| 2L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) +m2c4n\| \psi n\| 2L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2),
combining (54), (55), (56), and (57), we obtain that
c2n\| \psi \prime n\| 2L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) +m2c4n\| \psi n\| 2L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) \leqslant \omega 2n\| \psi n\| 2L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) + C(1 + \omega n)\| \psi \prime n\| 
p
2 - 1
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2),
so that, from a repeated use of (18) and (19),
\| \psi \prime n\| 
6 - p
2
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) \leqslant Cm.
Hence, the claim follows by the assumption p < 6.
Remark 4.4. The above results also hold if (20) is replaced by the weaker as-
sumption (47).
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4.2. Passage to the limit. The last step consists in proving that the first
components of the sequence of bound states (\psi n) converge to a bound state of the
NLSE, while the second components converge to zero.
For the sake of simplicity we assume throughout that the parameters p and \lambda are
fixed and fulfill
p \in (2, 6) and \lambda < 0.
In addition, we set
un := \psi 
1
n and vn := \psi 
2
n \forall n \in \BbbN ,
and, given the two sequences (cn) and (\omega n) introduced in the previous section (which
satisfy (18), (19), (20), and (47)), we define
an := (mc
2
n  - \omega n)bn and bn :=
mc2n + \omega n
c2n
\forall n \in \BbbN .
Clearly, (47) implies that
bn  - \rightarrow 2m as n\rightarrow \infty (58)
while (20) gives
an  - \rightarrow  - \lambda as n\rightarrow \infty .(59)
We also recall that a function w : \scrG \rightarrow \BbbC is a bound state of the NLSE with
fixed frequency \lambda and \alpha = 2m if and only if it is a critical point of the C2 functional
J : H \rightarrow \BbbR defined by
J(w) :=
1
2
\int 
\scrG 
| w\prime | 2 dx - 2m
p
\int 
\scrK 
| w| p dx - \lambda 
2
\int 
\scrG 
| w| 2 dx,
where
H := \{ w \in H1(\scrG ) : (15) holds\} 
with the norm induced by H1(\scrG ) (this can be easily proved arguing as in [1, Proposi-
tion 3.3]). It is also worth mentioning that a Palais--Smale sequence for J is a sequence
(wn) \subset H such that dJ(wn)\rightarrow 0 in H\ast , namely,
sup
\| \varphi \| H\leqslant 1
\langle dJ(wn)| \varphi \rangle \rightarrow 0 as n\rightarrow \infty .
Furthermore, there holds the following property.
Lemma 4.5. Let (wn) be a bounded sequence in H and, for every n, define the
linear functional An(wn) : H \rightarrow \BbbR 
\langle An(wn)| \varphi \rangle :=
\int 
\scrG 
w\prime n\varphi 
\prime dx - bn
\int 
\scrK 
| wn| p - 2wn\varphi dx+ an
\int 
\scrG 
wn\varphi dx.
Then, (wn) is a Palais--Smale sequence for J if and only if
sup
\| \varphi \| H\leqslant 1
\langle An(wn)| \varphi \rangle \rightarrow 0 as n\rightarrow \infty .(60)
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1068 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
Proof. The proof is trivial noting that
\langle An(wn) - dJ(wn)| \varphi \rangle =  - (bn  - m)
\int 
\scrK 
| wn| p - 2wn\varphi dx+ (an + \lambda )
\int 
\scrG 
wn\varphi dx
and exploiting (58), (59) and the fact that (wn) is bounded in H.
The strategy to prove Theorem 2.13 is the following:
(i) prove that the sequence (vn) converges to 0 in H
1(\scrG );
(ii) prove that the sequence (un) is bounded away from zero in H
1(\scrG );
(iii) prove that the sequence (un) satisfies (60), as by Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5, this
entails that it is a Palais--Smale sequence for J ;
(iv) prove that the sequence (un) converges (up to subsequences) in H to a func-
tion u, which is then a bound state of the NLSE with frequency \lambda < 0.
We observe that we always tacitly use in the following the fact that, since each
\psi n is a bound state of the NLDE, then un \in H, whereas vn \not \in H, but satisfies (9).
In addition, we highlight that, in what follows, we often use a ``formal"" commuta-
tion between the differential operator (\cdot )\prime and \chi \scrK . Clearly, this is just a compact
notation (which avoids tedious edge by edge computations) that simply recalls the
different form of the NLDE on the bounded edges due to the presence of the localized
nonlinearity.
As a first step, we prove item (i). As a byproduct of the proof, we also find an
estimate of the speed of convergence of (vn).
Lemma 4.6. The sequence (vn) converges to 0 in H
1(\scrG ) as n \rightarrow \infty . More pre-
cisely, there holds
(61) \| vn\| H1(\scrG ) = \scrO 
\biggl( 
1
cn
\biggr) 
as n\rightarrow \infty .
Proof. As (\psi n) is a bound state of the NLDE, rewriting the equation in terms of
its components,
 - \imath cnv\prime n + (mc2n  - \omega n)un = \chi \scrK (| un| 2 + | vn| 2)
p - 2
2 un,(62)
 - \imath cnu\prime n  - (mc2n + \omega n)vn = \chi \scrK (| un| 2 + | vn| 2)
p - 2
2 vn.(63)
Dividing (62) by cn and using (47) and Lemma 4.3, we have
(64) \| v\prime n\| L2(\scrG ) = \scrO 
\biggl( 
1
cn
\biggr) 
.
On the other hand, dividing (63) by c2n and using again Lemma 4.3, there results\bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\|  - \imath cnu\prime n  - (mc
2
n + \omega n)
c2n
vn
\bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| 
L2(\scrG )
= \scrO 
\biggl( 
1
c2n
\biggr) 
and hence
(mc2n + \omega n)
c2n
\| vn\| L2(\scrG ) \leqslant 
\bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\|  - \imath cnu\prime n  - (mc
2
n + \omega n)
c2n
vn
\bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| 
L2(\scrG )
+
1
cn
\| u\prime n\| L2(\scrG ) = \scrO 
\biggl( 
1
cn
\biggr) 
.
Finally, combining with (64), one obtains (61).
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NLDE ON GRAPHS WITH LOCALIZED NONLINEARITIES 1069
Item (ii) requires some further effort.
Lemma 4.7. There exists \mu > 0 such that
(65) inf
n\in \BbbN 
\| un\| H1(\scrG ) \geqslant \mu > 0.
Proof. Assume, by contradiction, that (65) does not hold, namely, that, up to
subsequences,
(66) lim
n\rightarrow \infty \| un\| H1(\scrG ) = 0.
Dividing by cn and rearranging terms, (62) yields
(67)  - \imath v\prime n =
1
cn
\biggl[ 
\chi \scrK 
\bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 + (\omega n  - mc2n)\biggr] un,
and then, using (47), we find
(68)
\int 
\scrG 
| v\prime n| 2 dx \lesssim 
1
c2n
\int 
\scrG 
| un| 2 dx.
Moreover, (63) can be rewritten as
(69) vn
\left(  1 + \chi \scrK \bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) 
p - 2
2
mc2n + \omega n
\right)  =  - \imath cn
mc2n + \omega n
u\prime n
and, since (again by (47)) (mc2n + \omega n) \sim c2n, there results\int 
\scrG 
| vn| 2 dx \lesssim 1
c2n
\int 
\scrG 
| u\prime n| 2 dx,
so that, combining with (68),
(70) \| vn\| H1(\scrG ) \lesssim 1
cn
\| un\| H1(\scrG ).
Note that (69) also shows that un is of class C
1 on each edge.
Now, plugging (69) into (67), one obtains
(71)  - u\prime \prime n + anun =  - 
\imath \chi \scrK 
cn
\biggl[ \bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 vn\biggr] \prime + \chi \scrK bn \biggl[ \bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 un\biggr] .
Clearly, (71) is to be meant in a distributional sense. However, observing that it can
be written as
 - 
\biggl[ 
u\prime n  - 
\imath \chi \scrK 
cn
\bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 vn\biggr] \prime =  - anun + \chi \scrK bn \biggl[ \bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 un\biggr] ,
and that consequently the l.h.s. belongs to L2(\scrG ) and is continuous edge by edge
(recalling also that un is of class C
1 edge by edge by (63)), the following multiplications
by un and integrations (by parts) can be proved to be rigorous in the Lebesgue sense.
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1070 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
Therefore, multiplying (71) by un and integrating (by parts) over \scrG , at the l.h.s.
we obtain \int 
\scrG 
| u\prime n| 2 dx+
\sum 
v\in \scrK 
\Biggl( \sum 
e\succ v
un,e(v)
dun,e
dxe
(v)
\Biggr) 
\underbrace{}  \underbrace{}  
boundary terms
+ an
\int 
\scrG 
| un| 2 dx,
where we denote by un,e (and vn,e) the restriction of un (and vn) to the edge (rep-
resented by) Ie, and
d
dxe
is to be meant as in Definition 2.9. Using (63) and the fact
that un is of class C
1 (edge by edge), we find that\sum 
e\succ v
un,e(v)
dun,e
dxe
(v)
=  - \imath 
cn
\sum 
e\succ v
un,e(v)
\biggl( 
(mc2n + \omega n)vn,e(v)\pm +
\bigl( | un,e(v)| 2 + | vn,e(v)| 2\bigr) p - 22 vn,e(v)\pm \biggr) 
=  - \imath 
cn
\sum 
e\succ v
un,e(v)(mc
2
n + \omega n)vn,e(v)\pm \underbrace{}  \underbrace{}  
=:A
 - \imath 
cn
\sum 
e\succ v
un,e(v)vn,e(v)\pm 
\bigl( | un,e(v)| 2 + | vn,e(v)| 2\bigr) p - 22
(vn,e(v)\pm meant as in Definition 2.3). Moreover, as un and vn satisfy the vertex
conditions (8) and (9) (respectively), one has
A =  - \imath (mc
2
n + \omega n)
cn
un(v)
\sum 
e\succ v
vn,e(v)\pm = 0,
while, for any v \in \scrK and e \succ v, there results\bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| un,e(v)vn,e(v)\pm \bigl( | un,e(v)| 2+| vn,e(v)| 2\bigr) p - 22 \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \bigm| \leqslant \| | un| 2+| vn| 2\| p - 22L\infty (\scrG )\| un\| L\infty (\scrG )\| vn\| L\infty (\scrG )
\lesssim \| un\| H1(\scrG )\| vn\| H1(\scrG ) = o
\Bigl( 
\| un\| 2H1(\scrG )
\Bigr) 
(where we used Lemma 4.3, (70), and Sobolev embeddings). As a consequence (since
the number of the edges and the vertices is finite)
\sum 
v\in \scrK 
\Biggl( \sum 
e\succ v
un,e(v)
dun,e
dxe
(v)
\Biggr) 
= o
\Bigl( 
\| un\| 2H1(\scrG )
\Bigr) 
,
so that (recalling (59))
(72)
\int 
\scrG 
| u\prime n| 2 dx+ an
\int 
\scrG 
| un| 2 dx \gtrsim \| un\| 2H1(\scrG ).
Let us focus on the r.h.s. of (71). After multiplication times un and integration over
\scrG we have
 - \imath 
cn
\int 
\scrK 
un
\biggl[ \bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 vn\biggr] \prime dx+ bn \int 
\scrK 
\bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 | un| 2 dx.D
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NLDE ON GRAPHS WITH LOCALIZED NONLINEARITIES 1071
The latter term can be easily estimated using the H\"older inequality and (58), (66),
and (70), i.e.,
bn
\int 
\scrK 
\bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 | un| 2 dx \lesssim \Bigl( \| un\| p - 2L\infty (\scrG ) + \| vn\| p - 2L\infty (\scrG )\Bigr) \int \scrG | un| 2 dx
\lesssim 
\Bigl( 
\| un\| p - 2H1(\scrG ) + \| vn\| p - 2H1(\scrG )
\Bigr) 
\| un\| 2H1(\scrG ) = o
\bigl( \| un\| 2H1\bigr) .
On the contrary, the former one requires some further efforts. Clearly,
1
cn
\int 
\scrK 
un
\biggl[ \bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 vn\biggr] \prime dx = 1
cn
\int 
\scrK 
v\prime nun
\bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 dx\underbrace{}  \underbrace{}  
=:I1
+
1
cn
\int 
\scrK 
unvn
\bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 42 (unu\prime n + vnv\prime n) dx\underbrace{}  \underbrace{}  
I2
.(73)
Using (67) and again Lemma 4.3, we immediately find that
| I1| \lesssim 1
c2n
\| un\| 2H1(\scrG ) = o
\Bigl( 
\| un\| 2H1(\scrG )
\Bigr) 
.
It is then left to estimate I2. We distinguish two cases.
Estimate for I2, case p \in (2, 4). As p - 4 < 0 there holds\bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 42 \leqslant 2 p - 42 (| un| | vn| ) p - 42 .
As a consequence
| I2| \lesssim 1
cn
\int 
\scrK 
| un| 
p
2 | vn| 
p - 2
2 | u\prime n| dx+
1
cn
\int 
\scrK 
| un| 
p - 2
2 | vn| 
p
2 | v\prime n| dx =: I2,1 + I2,2.
Moreover,
I2,1 \lesssim 
1
cn
\| vn\| 
p - 2
2
L\infty (\scrG )
\int 
\scrK 
| un| 
p
2 | u\prime n| dx
\leqslant 1
cn
\| vn\| 
p - 2
2
L\infty (\scrG )\| un\| 
p
2
Lp(\scrG )\| u\prime n\| L2(\scrG ) \lesssim 
1
cn
\| vn\| 
p - 2
2
L\infty (\scrG )\| un\| 
p
2+1
H1(\scrG ),
whereas
I2,2 \lesssim 
1
cn
\| un\| 
p - 2
2
L\infty \| vn\| 
p
2+1
H1(\scrG ) \lesssim 
1
cn
\| un\| 
p - 2
2
L\infty \| un\| 
p
2+1
H1(\scrG ),
so that (since p > 2)
| I2| = o
\Bigl( 
\| un\| 2H1(\scrG )
\Bigr) 
.
Estimate for I2, case p \in [4, 6). As p - 4 \geqslant 0, there holds\bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| (| un| 2 + | vn| 2) p - 42 \bigm\| \bigm\| \bigm\| 
L\infty (\scrG )
\leqslant C.
and then arguing as before one can easily find (as well) that
| I2| = o
\Bigl( 
\| un\| 2H1(\scrG )
\Bigr) 
.
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1072 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
Summing up, we proved that for all p \in (2, 6), there results
| I1| + | I2| = o
\Bigl( 
\| un\| 2H1(\scrG )
\Bigr) 
and hence, combining with (71), (72), and (73), we obtain that
\| un\| 2H1(\scrG ) = o
\Bigl( 
\| un\| 2H1(\scrG )
\Bigr) 
,
which is the contradiction that concludes the proof.
We now prove item (iii).
Lemma 4.8. The sequence (un) is a Palais--Smale sequence for J .
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 it is sufficient to prove (60). Take then \varphi \in H with
\| \varphi \| H1(\scrG ) \leqslant 1. Multiplying (71) by \varphi and integrating over \scrG (which is rigorous as we
showed in the proof of Lemma 4.7) one gets
(74)  - 
\int 
\scrG 
\varphi u\prime \prime n dx+ an
\int 
\scrG 
\varphi un dx
=  - i
cn
\int 
\scrK 
\varphi 
\Bigl[ 
(| un| 2 + | vn| 2)
p - 2
2 vn
\Bigr] \prime 
dx+ bn
\int 
\scrK 
(| un| 2 + | vn| 2)
p - 2
2 un\varphi dx.
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.7 and using Lemma 4.6, one can check that
(75)  - 
\int 
\scrG 
\varphi u\prime \prime n dx =
\int 
\scrG 
\varphi \prime nu
\prime 
n dx+
\sum 
v\in \scrK 
\Biggl( \sum 
e\succ v
\varphi (v)
d
dx
un,e(v)
\Biggr) 
=
\int 
\scrG 
\varphi \prime nu
\prime 
n dx+ o(1)
(where throughout we mean that o(1) is independent of \varphi ). Now, the first integral at
the r.h.s. of (74) reads\int 
\scrK 
\varphi 
\Bigl[ 
(| un| 2 + | vn| 2)
p - 2
2 vn
\Bigr] \prime 
dx =  - 
\int 
\scrK 
\varphi \prime 
\Bigl[ 
(| un| 2 + | vn| 2)
p - 2
2 vn
\Bigr] 
dx(76)
+
\sum 
v\in \scrK 
\Biggl( \sum 
e\succ v
\varphi (v)(| un,e(v)| 2+| vn,e(v)| 2)
p - 2
2 vn,e(v)\pm 
\Biggr) 
,
where the former term is estimated by
(77)
\int 
\scrK 
(| un| 2 + | vn| 2)
p - 2
2 | vn| | \varphi \prime | dx \lesssim 
\int 
\scrK 
| vn| | \varphi \prime | dx \lesssim \| vn\| L2(\scrK )\| \varphi \prime \| L2(\scrG ) = o(1),
whereas the latter is estimated by
\sum 
v\in \scrK 
\Biggl( \sum 
e\succ v
| \varphi (v)| (| un,e(v)| 2 + | vn,e(v)| 2)
p - 2
2 | vn,e(v)| 
\Biggr) 
(78)
\lesssim \| \varphi \| L\infty (\scrG )\| vn\| L\infty (\scrG ) = o(1)
(exploiting Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6). It is then left to discuss the last term at the r.h.s.
of (74). First note that
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\scrK 
\bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 un\varphi dx =\int 
\scrK 
| un| p - 2un\varphi dx
+
\int 
\scrK 
\bigl[ \bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22  - | un| p - 2\bigr] un\varphi dx\underbrace{}  \underbrace{}  
=:R
and that
\bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22  - | un| p - 2 \geqslant 0.
Let us distinguish two cases (as in the proof of Lemma 4.7). Assume first that
p \in (2, 4). Therefore 0 < p - 22 < 1, and this implies that
| R| \leqslant 
\int 
\scrK 
\bigl[ 
(| un| 2 + | vn| 2)
p - 2
2  - | un| p - 2
\bigr] | un| | \varphi | dx \leqslant \int 
\scrK 
| vn| p - 2| un| | \varphi | dx
\leqslant \| un\| L\infty (\scrG )\| vn\| p - 2L\infty (\scrG )\| \varphi \| L2(\scrG ) = o(1)
(where we used again Lemmas 4.3 and 4.6).
On the other hand, assume that p \in (4, 6) (the case p = 4 is analogous). In this
case we exploit the elementary inequality
(a+ b)t  - at \leqslant ct b (at - 1 + bt - 1) \forall a, b > 0
with t > 1 and ct > 0. Then, setting t =
p - 2
2 > 1, a = | un| 2, and b = | vn| 2, we have
that \int 
\scrK 
\bigl[ \bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22  - | un| p - 2\bigr] | un| | \varphi | dx
\lesssim 
\int 
\scrK 
\Bigl( 
| un| 
p - 4
2 + | vn| 
p - 4
2
\Bigr) 
| vn| 2| un| | \varphi | dx = o(1).
Summing up, we proved that for all p \in (2, 6) there holds\int 
\scrK 
\bigl( | un| 2 + | vn| 2\bigr) p - 22 un\varphi dx = \int 
\scrK 
| un| p - 2un\varphi dx+ o(1)
and, combining with (74), (75), (76), (77), and (78), one gets (60), which concludes
the proof.
Finally, we have all the ingredients to prove point (iv) and thus Theorem 2.13.
Proof of Theorem 2.13. From Lemma 4.8 the sequence (un) is a Palais--Smale
sequence for J . In addition, from Lemma 4.3 it is bounded in H so that (up to
subsequences) \Biggl\{ 
un \rightharpoondown u in H
1(\scrG ),
un \rightarrow u in Lp(\scrK ).
(79)
Now, following [51], define the linear functional B(u) : H1(\scrG )\rightarrow \BbbR 
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1074 W. BORRELLI, R. CARLONE, AND L. TENTARELLI
B(u)v :=
\int 
\scrG 
u\prime v\prime dx - \lambda 
\int 
\scrG 
uv dx.
From Lemma 4.8, (58), (59), and (79),
o(1) = \langle An(un) - B(u)| un  - u\rangle 
=
\int 
\scrG 
| u\prime n  - u\prime | 2 dx - bn
\int 
\scrK 
| un| p - 2un(un  - u) dx
+ an
\int 
\scrG 
un(un  - u) dx+ \lambda 
\int 
\scrG 
u(un  - u) dx
=
\int 
\scrG 
| u\prime n  - u\prime | 2 dx - \lambda 
\int 
\scrG 
| un  - u| 2 dx+ o(1),
and, since \lambda < 0, this entails that un \rightarrow u in H1(\scrG ). Since by Lemma 4.7 u \not = 0
(recalling also Lemma 4.6), the claim of the theorem is proved.
Appendix A. The Dirac operator on metric graphs. In this section, we
present a sketch of the proof of Proposition 2.5, that is, self-adjointness and spectrum
of the operator \scrD introduced by Definition 2.3.
Preliminarily, we observe that, using well-known results from the literature about
self-adjoint extensions, one could check that the operator \scrD is in fact self-adjoint (see,
e.g., [7, 17, 45]). In particular, the main result of [17] proves self-adjointness for Dirac
operators on metric graphs with a wide family of linear vertex conditions (including
the Kirchoff-type ones (8)--(9)).
On the other hand, the study the spectral properties of \scrD requires some further
efforts. First, one has to study the operator on the single components of the graph
(segments and half-lines) imposing suitable boundary conditions. Then, one describes
the effect of connecting these one-dimensional components according to the topology
of the graph, through the vertex condtions (8)--(9).
This can be done, for instance, using the theory of boundary triplets. In this
section we limit ourselves to a brief presentation of the main ideas and techniques.
We refer the reader to [22, 30] and references therein for more details.
Let us start by recalling some basic notions. Let A be a densely defined closed
symmetric operator in a separable Hilbert space \scrH with equal deficiency indices
n\pm (A) := dim\frakN \pm i \leqslant \infty , where \frakN z := ker(A\ast  - z) is the defect subspace.
Definition A.1. A triplet \Pi = \{ \frakH ,\Gamma 0,\Gamma 1\} is called a boundary triplet for the ad-
joint operator A\ast if and only if \frakH is an auxiliary Hilbert space and \Gamma 0,\Gamma 1 : dom(A\ast )\rightarrow 
\frakH are linear mappings such that the second abstract Green identity
\langle A\ast f | g\rangle  - \langle f | A\ast g\rangle = \langle \Gamma 1f,\Gamma 0g\rangle \frakH  - \langle \Gamma 0f,\Gamma 1g\rangle \frakH , f, g \in dom(A\ast ),
holds (\langle \cdot , \cdot \rangle \frakH denoting the scalar product in \frakH ) and the mapping
\Gamma :=
\Biggl( 
\Gamma 0
\Gamma 1
\Biggr) 
: dom(A\ast )\rightarrow \frakH \oplus \frakH 
is surjective.
Definition A.2. Let \Pi = \{ \frakH ,\Gamma 0,\Gamma 1\} be a boundary triplet for the adjoint oper-
ator A\ast . Consider, in addition, the operator
A0 := A
\ast | ker \Gamma 0
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NLDE ON GRAPHS WITH LOCALIZED NONLINEARITIES 1075
and denote by \rho (A0) its resolvent set. Then, the operator valued functions \gamma (\cdot ) :
\rho (A0)\rightarrow \scrL (\frakH ,\scrH ) and M(\cdot ) : \rho (A0)\rightarrow \scrL (\frakH ) defined by
\gamma (z) := (\Gamma 0| \frakN z ) - 1 and M(z) := \Gamma 1 \circ \gamma (z), z \in \rho (A0),(80)
are called the \gamma -field and the Weyl function, respectively, associated with \Pi .
Then, we can sketch how to apply the theory of boundary triplets to metric graphs.
First, observe that the set E of the edges of a metric graph \scrG can be decomposed into
two subsets: Es of the bounded edges and Eh of the half-lines.
Fix then e \in Es and consider the corresponding minimal operator \widetilde De on \scrH e =
L2(Ie) \otimes \BbbC 2, with the same action of (6) and domain H10 (Ie) \otimes \BbbC 2. The domain of
the adjoint operator, which acts as \widetilde De, is
dom(\widetilde D\ast e) = H1(Ie)\otimes \BbbC 2
and a suitable choice of trace operators (introduced in [30]) is given by \Gamma e0,1 : H
1(Ie)\otimes 
\BbbC 2 \rightarrow \BbbC 2 with
\Gamma e0
\Biggl( 
\psi 1e
\psi 2e
\Biggr) 
=
\Biggl( 
\psi 1e(0)
ic\psi 1e(\ell e)
\Biggr) 
, \Gamma e1
\Biggl( 
\psi 1e
\psi 2e
\Biggr) 
=
\Biggl( 
ic\psi 2e(0)
\psi 2e(\ell e)
\Biggr) 
.
In addition, given the boundary triplet \{ \frakH e,\Gamma e0,\Gamma e1\} , with \frakH e = \BbbC 2, one can compute
the gamma field and the Weyl function using (80) and prove that \widetilde D\ast e has defect indices
n\pm (\widetilde \scrD e) = 2. Note also that the operator \scrD e, with the same action of \widetilde D\ast e and domain
dom(\scrD e) = ker \Gamma e0
is self-adjoint by construction.
Analogously, fix e\prime \in Eh and consider the minimal operator \widetilde \scrD e\prime on \scrH e\prime =
L2(\BbbR +) \otimes \BbbC 2, with the same action as before and domain H10 (\BbbR +) \otimes \BbbC 2. The ad-
joint operator has domain
dom(\widetilde \scrD \ast e\prime ) = H1(\BbbR +)\otimes \BbbC 2
and the trace operators \Gamma e
\prime 
0,1 : H
1(\BbbR \ast )\otimes \BbbC 2 \rightarrow \BbbC can be defined as
\Gamma e
\prime 
0
\Biggl( 
\psi 1e\prime 
\psi 2e\prime 
\Biggr) 
= \psi 1e\prime (0), \Gamma 
e\prime 
1
\Biggl( 
\psi 1e\prime 
\psi 2e\prime 
\Biggr) 
= ic\psi 2e\prime (0).
Again, the gamma field and the Weyl function are provided by (80) (with respect
to the boundary triplet \{ \frakH e\prime ,\Gamma e\prime 0 ,\Gamma e
\prime 
1 \} , with \frakH e\prime = \BbbC ), while the defect indices are
n\pm (\widetilde \scrD e\prime ) = 1. As before, the operator
\scrD e\prime :=\widetilde \scrD \ast e\prime , dom(\scrD e\prime ) := ker \Gamma e0,
is self-adjoint by construction.
As a further step, consider the operator on \scrH =\bigoplus e\in Es \scrH e \oplus \bigoplus e\prime \in Eh \scrH e\prime defined
as the direct sum
\scrD 0 :=
\bigoplus 
e\in Es
\scrD e \oplus 
\bigoplus 
e\prime \in Eh
\scrD e\prime ,
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whose domain is given by the direct sum of the domains of the addends. The spectrum
of the operator \scrD 0, it is given by the superposition of the spectra of each addend,
that is,
\sigma (\scrD 0) =
\bigcup 
e\in Es
\sigma (\scrD e) \cup 
\bigcup 
e\prime \in Eh
\sigma (\scrD e\prime ).
Precisely, in [22] it is proved that each segment Ie, e \in Es, contributes to the point
spectrum of \scrD 0 with eigenvalues given by
\sigma (\scrD e) = \sigma p(\scrD e) =
\left\{   \pm 
\sqrt{} 
2mc2\pi 2
\ell 2e
\biggl( 
j +
1
2
\biggr) 2
+m2c4 , j \in \BbbN 
\right\}   \forall e \in Es,(81)
while the spectrum on half-lines, on the contrary, is purely absolutely continuous and
is given by
\sigma (\scrD e) = \sigma ac(\scrD e) = ( - \infty , - mc2] \cup [mc2,+\infty ) \forall e \in Eh.(82)
Let us describe now the Dirac operator introduced in Definition 2.3 using bound-
ary triplets. Consider the operator
\widetilde \scrD := \bigoplus 
e\in Es
\widetilde \scrD e \oplus \bigoplus 
e\prime \in Eh
\widetilde \scrD e\prime 
and its adjoint \widetilde \scrD \ast := \bigoplus 
e\in Es
\widetilde \scrD \ast e \oplus \bigoplus 
e\prime \in Eh
\widetilde \scrD \ast e\prime 
(with obvious definition of the domains). Define also the trace operators
\Gamma 0,1 =
\bigoplus 
e\in Es
\Gamma e0,1 \oplus 
\bigoplus 
e\prime \in Eh
\Gamma e
\prime 
0,1.
One can prove that \{ \frakH ,\Gamma 0,\Gamma 1\} , with \frakH = \BbbC M and M = 2| Es| + | Eh| , is a boundary
triplet for the operator \widetilde \scrD \ast , and it is possible to find the corresponding gamma field
and Weyl function arguing as before.
On the other hand, note that boundary conditions (8)--(9) are ``local"" in the
sense that at each vertex they are expressed independently of the conditions on other
vertices. As a consequence, they can be expressed by means of suitable block diagonal
matrices A,B \in \BbbC M\times M , with AB\ast = BA\ast , as
A\Gamma 0\psi = B\Gamma 1\psi 
(the model case at the end of the section clarifies the above notation). Observe also
that the sign convention of (9) can be incorporated in the definition of the matrix B.
Summing up, the Dirac operator with Kirchoff-type conditions can be defined as
\scrD := \widetilde \scrD \ast , dom(\scrD ) := ker(A\Gamma 0  - B\Gamma 1),
and thus the operator is self-adjoint (again) by construction.
Remark A.3. The boundary triplets method provides an alternative way to prove
the self-adjointness of the Dirac operator with conditions (8)--(9), different from the
classical approach \`a la Von Neumann adopted in [17].
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It is then left to prove (10). As for the Schr\"odinger case [36], the following Krein-
type formula for resolvent operators can be proved:
(\scrD  - z) - 1  - (\scrD 0  - z) - 1 = \gamma (z) (BM(z) - A) - 1B\gamma \ast (z) \forall z \in \rho (\scrD ) \cap \rho (\scrD 0);
(83)
thus the resolvent of the operator \scrD can be regarded as a perturbation of the resolvent
of the operator \scrD 0. In the above formula \gamma (\cdot ) and M(\cdot ) are the gamma field and the
Weyl function, respectively, associated with\scrD (see [22]). It turns out that the operator
appearing in the r.h.s. of (83) is of finite rank. Therefore using Weyl's theorem [49,
Theorem XIII.14] one can conclude from (83) that
\sigma ess(\scrD ) = \sigma ess(\scrD 0) = ( - \infty , - mc2] \cup [mc2,+\infty ).
Finally, recall that the point eigenvalues (81) for \scrD 0 are embedded in the contin-
uous spectrum (82). Hence, in order to conclude the proof of Proposition 2.5 we have
to show that they cannot enter the gap ( - mc2,mc2) as vertex conditions (8)--(9) are
imposed.
Let \lambda \in \sigma (\scrD ) be an eigenvalue. As a consequence, for some \psi \in dom(\scrD ), there
holds
\scrD \psi = \lambda \psi ,
that is,
 - \imath cd\psi 
2
dx
= (\lambda  - mc2)\psi 1,(84)
 - \imath cd\psi 
1
dx
= (\lambda +mc2)\psi 2.(85)
Assuming | \lambda | \not = m, we can divide both sides of (85) by (\lambda +mc2) and plug the value
of \psi 2 into (84), so that
(86)  - c2 d
2\psi 1
dx2
= (\lambda 2  - m2c4)\psi 1.
In addition, combining conditions (8)--(9) yields\sum 
e\succ v
d\psi 1e
dx
(v) = 0,
\psi 1ei(v) = \psi 
1
ej (v) \forall ei, ej \succ v.
Then, \psi 1 turns out to be an eigenfunction of the laplacian with Kirchhoff vertex
conditions on \scrG . Hence, multiplying (86) by \psi 1 and integrating, one can see that
| \lambda | > mc2,
thus proving that there cannot be any eigenvalue of \scrD in ( - mc2,mc2). In other
words, imposing Kirchoff-type vertex conditions, the eigenvalues (81) can ``move"" to
the thresholds \pm mc2 but cannot ``enter the gap.""
A.1. A model case: The triple junction. Let us consider an example in
order to clarify the main ideas explained before. Consider a 3-star graph with one
bounded edge and two half-lines, as depicted in Figure 4.
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e1
e2
e3
Fig. 4. A 3-star graph with a finite edge.
In this case the finite edge is identified with the interval I = [0, L] and 0 corre-
sponds to the common vertex of the segment and the half-lines. A suitable choice for
the trace operators is
\Gamma 0\psi =
\left(       
\psi 1e1(0)
\psi 1e2(0)
\psi 1e3(0)
ic\psi 1e3(L)
\right)       , \Gamma 1\psi =
\left(       
ic\psi 2e1(0)
ic\psi 2e2(0)
ic\psi 2e3(0)
\psi 2e3(L)
\right)       ,
and the Kirchoff-type conditions (8)--(9) can be rewritten as A\Gamma 0\psi = B\Gamma 1\psi , AB
\ast =
BA\ast , where
A =
2
3
\left(       
 - 2 1 1 0
1  - 2 1 0
1 1  - 2 0
0 0 0 a
\right)       , B =  - \imath 
2
3
\left(       
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 0
1 1 1 0
0 0 0 b
\right)       
(where, choosing the parameters a, b \in \BbbC , we can fix the value of the spinor on the
nonconnected vertex). Since, as already remarked, conditions (8)--(9) are defined
independently on each vertex, one can iterate the above construction for a more
general graph structure, thus obtaining matrices A,B with a block structure, each
block corresponding to a vertex (for the sake of brevity we omit the details).
Appendix B. Definition of the form domain. In section 2.3 we claimed that
the form domain of the Dirac operator \scrD can be defined interpolating between
L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2) and the operator domain (7). The aim of this section is to provide a
more detailed justification of this statement, combining the spectral theorem and real
interpolation theory.
One of the most commonly used forms of the spectral theorem states, roughly
speaking, that every self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space is isometric to a multi-
plication operator on a suitable L2-space. In this sense the operator can be ``diago-
nalized"" in an abstract way.
Theorem B.1 (see [48, Theorem VIII.4]). Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a
separable Hilbert space \scrH with domain dom(H). There exists a measure space (M,\mu ),
with \mu a finite measure, a unitary operator
U : \scrH  - \rightarrow L2 (M,d\mu ) ,
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and a real valued function f on M , a.e. finite, such that
1. \psi \in dom(H) if and only if f(\cdot )(U\psi )(\cdot ) \in L2(M,d\mu ),
2. if \varphi \in U (dom(H)), then \bigl( UHU - 1\varphi \bigr) (m) = f(m)\varphi (m) \forall m \in M .
The above theorem essentially says that H is isometric to the multiplication
operator by f (still denoted by the same symbol) on the space L2(M,d\mu ), whose
domain is given by
dom(f) :=
\bigl\{ 
\varphi \in L2(M,d\mu ) : f(\cdot )\varphi (\cdot ) \in L2(M,d\mu )\bigr\} ,
endowed with the norm
\| \varphi \| 21 :=
\int 
M
(1 + f(m)2)\varphi (m)2d\mu (m).
The form domain of f has an obvious explicit definition, as f is a multiplication
operator, that is, \Bigl\{ 
\varphi \in L2(M,d\mu ) :
\sqrt{} 
| f(\cdot )| \varphi (\cdot ) \in L2(M,d\mu )
\Bigr\} 
.
It can be recovered using real interpolation theory (we follow the presentation
given in [5, 9]). Consider the Hilbert spaces \scrH 0 := L2(M,d\mu ) with the norm \| x\| 0 :=
\| x\| L2(d\mu ), and \scrH 1 := dom(f), so that \scrH 1 \subset \scrH 0. Define, in addition, the following
quadratic version of Peetre's K-functional :
K(t, x) := inf
\bigl\{ \| x0\| 20 + t\| x1\| 21 : x = x0 + x1, x0 \in \scrH 0, x1 \in \scrH 1\bigr\} .
The squared norm \| x\| 21 is a densely defined quadratic form on \scrH 0, represented by
\| x\| 21 = \langle (1 + f2(\cdot ))x, x\rangle 0,
where \langle \cdot , \cdot \rangle 0 is the scalar product of \scrH 0.
By standard arguments (see, e.g., [9] or [5, Chapter 7] and references therein)
the intermediate spaces \scrH \theta \subset [\scrH 0,\scrH 1]\theta \subset \scrH 0, 0 < \theta < 1, are given by the elements
x \in \scrH 0 such that the following quantity is finite:\int \infty 
0
\bigl( 
t - \theta K(t, x)
\bigr) dt
t
<\infty .
Then, for the space \scrH \theta := [\scrH 0,\scrH 1]\theta there holds
\| x\| 2\theta = \langle (1 + f2(\cdot ))\theta x, x\rangle 0.
As a consequence, for \theta = 12 one recovers the form domain of the operator f and,
hence, setting H = \scrD and \scrH = L2(\scrG ,\BbbC 2), we can conclude that the space defined in
(11) is exactly the form domain of \scrD , with Y = U - 1\scrH 1
2
.
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